CORPORATE ONLINE — TRANSFERS
The Transfers service provides a simple way of moving funds between First Republic accounts. A key feature of the
service is the ability to set the effective date on which the transfer takes place. If you have transfers that you make
frequently, the service allows you to retain account transfer instructions for future use.
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Single Book Transfer

1. Click Transfers from the navigation bar on the left.
2. Select the debit and credit accounts in the From Account and To Account fields for the transfer.
3. Enter in the Amount of the transfer.
4. Select the frequency of the transfer from the drop down menu.
5. Optional: Check off Save as a Template to save the transfer account information for future use.
6. Optional: Add a Comment to notate why the transfer was made (max 50 characters).
7. Click View Balances to expand the menu to review balances of the accounts.
8. Click Multiple Book Transfer to submit multiple transfers at once. This section will also house all transfer
templates.
9. Click Continue once the single transfer criteria have been entered and you are ready to review it before
submission.
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Multiple Book Transfer

1. Select the Multiple Book Transfer tab.
2. Click Edit to update the transfer template.
3. Click Add Another Row to have another transfer line appear for additional transfers.
4. Enter information for the new transfer.
5. Select all transfers to be processed on this page; both templates and single transfers can be selected to submit at
the same time.
6. After a transfer or transfer template is selected, click Delete to remove.
7. Click Continue to submit the transfer(s).*
*If Approvals are enabled, all transfers will be pending approval before they are processed:
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Approvals
This is an optional feature that can be added or removed – depending on whether it fits your workflow needs.

1. Click Approve Transfers for the Approval page.*
2. Enter in search criteria if looking for a particular transfer to approve or deny.
3. Check off the transfer to be approved or denied.
4. Click Edit if the transfer needs to be edited.
5. Click Approve to approve the transfer once it has been selected.
6. Click Deny to deny the transfer once it has been selected.
*Only users with approval permissions will have access.
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Scheduled Transfers

1. Click Scheduled Transfers to review scheduled transfer items.
2. Enter search criteria to look for a specific scheduled transfer.
3. Click Edit to update the amount and/or date of the scheduled transfer.
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Transfer History

1. Enter search criteria to look for a particular transfer.
2. Review past transfer details.
3. Click Export to export transfer history into Excel.

**All transfers are in real-time**
Commercial loans and lines of credit balance and reporting availability:
Mon-Fri: Before 4am PT
Sat: Before 9am PT

Mon-Fri: Between 4am 7pm PT

Mon-Fri: After 7pm PT

Sat: Between 9am - 5pm PT

Sun & Federal Holidays

Sat: After 5pm PT

Dashboard

N/A

Real-Time

N/A

View Balance
(Transfers)

Error Message

Real-Time

Error Message

Reports

Previous Day

Previous Day

Previous Day
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Sequential Transfers
Sequential transfers allow multiple transfers to process in the order they were entered, one right after another. The
drag and drop process allows for easy mobility from templates stored in the right panel to creating a batch in the left
panel.

1. Click Transfers from the navigation bar on the left.
2. Select Sequential Transfers from the menu bar across the top.
3. This section allows for naming a new batch, selecting a saved batch, and setting the effective date.
4. This section allows for drag & drop templates (from the right panel to the left) and the ability to
order transfers for correct process sequencing (also a drag & drop feature).
5. Action buttons available to process transfers by clicking Submit Transfers, create new by clicking Add New
Transfer, Cancel, save the current batch by clicking Save Batch, and ability to delete by clicking Delete Saved
Batch.
6. This section houses templates that can be dragged into the left panel for processing.
7. Click Maintain Saved Templates to add new or edit existing templates.
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Sequential Transfers – Add New Transfer

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Click Add New Transfer to create a new transfer for the batch.
Enter a Nickname for the transfer.
Select a From Account via the drop down menu.
Select a To Account via the drop down menu.
Enter an Amount for the transfer.
Optional: Add a Comment to notate why the transfer was made (max 50 characters).
Select Save/Next to save and add another or Save/End to save and stop.
Once the transfer has been entered, click on the plus sign to review balance information for the funding
account.
9. Click the red D to delete the transfer.

Note: 1. Transfers created here can be saved as a batch by clicking Save Batch.
2. If approvals are enabled, all transfers will be pending approval before they are processed (see page 4).
3. By double clicking the transfer line item, the ability to edit the transfer will appear.
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Sequential Transfers – Creating Templates
Much like adding a new transfer, the steps to creating a new transfer template are the same. All transfers created
will be saved as templates that can be used repeatedly.

1. Click Maintain Saved Templates.
2. Click Add New Templates to create new templates.
3. Enter in the appropriate information for the transfer and select Save/Next to save and add another or
Save/End to save and stop.
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Contact your banker or our Online Banking Support team for more
information or assistance at 1-800-221-9777, option 2.
It’s a privilege to serve you.
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